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Foreword 

 

Is hell real? For many people throughout human history it was. Almost all ancient cultures 

believed that the souls of the dead went to a realm in the underground, since that is where their 

corpses were usually buried. In Judaism as well as Ancient Greek mythology this realm of the 

dead was not yet malignant, but neither was it paradise. It was a cold, dark place filled with 

desolation and depression. As the centuries went on and new religions like Zoroastrianism and 

Christianity formed, the more specialized this realm of the dead became. It was no longer the 

realm of all dead and instead was reserved for the sinful, while the virtuous could go to a place 

called heaven. No longer was the underground realm just depressing, it was punishing, 

tormenting, because the sinners deserved it, needed it. And the more sinners it contained the 

more tormenting it had to be. But it was not the sinners who sent themselves there, it was the 

men and gods claiming to be virtuous sending the sinful towards their demise and in the process 

creating what we call hell, with all its nightmares. It was not the sinners who created the nine 

circles of hell, the Phlegethon and Cocytus, it was Dante. The sea of fire and brimstone was not 

the work of Satan, but that of the Bible. Satan likewise did not create himself, for he was made 

by God and God created him knowing well that he would corrupt and bring sin and evil to the 

garden. God just watched. To quote Holocaust-survivor Elie Wiesel: “The opposite of love is 

not hate, it's indifference. The opposite of art is not ugliness, it's indifference. The opposite of 

faith is not heresy, it's indifference. And the opposite of life is not death, it's indifference. 

Because of indifference, one dies before one actually dies. To be in the window and watch 

people being sent to concentration camps or being attacked 

in the street and do nothing, that's being dead.” 

Today many people doubt the existence of hell, for good 

reasons. The purpose of the work you are about to read is to 

show you that at least one form of hell exists and it did not 

until we created it. Even though this is not a hell meant for 

us, the fact that we did this is in my opinion warranty enough 

that if another hell, the true hell, does indeed exist, we all 

deserve to be there.  

 

  by u/Valladian 
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1. Introduction 

 

A short history of bertstrips 

 

Bertstrips began in the early 2010s as a parody of bitstrips. 

Bitstrips were a series of low-quality Facebook-“memes” 

or comics that used emojis to tell stories and, apart from 

the name, bertstrips do not have much in common with 

them in their methods and executions. A conventional 

bertstrip takes an often random screenshot from an episode of Sesame Street (or related Jim 

Henson property) and gives it a new context through a bottom caption. This new context is an 

often wildly inappropriate and over-the-top one that portrays the muppets as indulging in 

extremely vile, bizarre and/or often evil acts. The contrast between these acts and the child-

friendly TV-personalities of the original characters is the main source of comedy 

Officially bertstrips began in the year 2014 when redditor u/BillNyeDeGrasseTyson posted an 

imgur-album of his first bertstrips onto the r/funny subreddit.1 Because this was the only time 

something remotely funny was ever posted onto r/funny, the post became wildly popular and 

reached the frontpage of Reddit. Soon thereafter a new subreddit, r/bertstrips, was founded to 

accommodate the new meme-format. It was soon followed by the Bertstrip Generator website, 

which allowed people with no editing skills to easily make bertstrips and allowed the strips to 

have a unified font and format.2 All that said, the root of bertstrips go way farther into the past. 

Jim Henson himself originally never wanted his muppets to be restricted to purely children’s 

entertainment. One of the first pilots for The Muppet Show from 

1975 was actually titled The Muppet Show: Sex and Violence and 

largely dealt with topics that were too inappropriate for 

something like Sesame Street. Henson would go on to produce 

puppetry-movies and shows that were either really dark and 

grim, highly satirical or both, such as Labyrinth or The Dark 

Crystal. The most well-known example is perhaps Dinosaurs, 

which through very thin disguises would discuss topics such as 

 
1 https://www.reddit.com/r/funny/comments/1py6v8/we_were_sick_of_seeing_bitstrips_on_facebook_so/ 
2 http://www.bertstripper.us/ 

One of the oldest bertstrips, made by 

u/BillNyeDeGrasseTyson. Humble beginnings. 
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racism, drug-abuse and homosexuality while still being 

seen as a kids show. The last episode famously had the 

titular characters cause their own extinction due to 

corporate greed and environmental destruction. Even 

Sesame Street itself, while never being inappropriate for 

children, would discuss some rather serious and adult 

topics on occasion, such as the death of Mr. Hooper, autism 

and AIDS. Before his career took off with The Muppet 

Show and Sesame Street, Henson was also well-known for 

the Wilkins&Wontkins Coffee commercials, which 

featured arguably rather graphic cartoon violence. His first TV show, Sam & Friends often 

ended with the main character getting eaten or blown up.3 When it comes to Sesame Street 

parodies, a more immediate ancestor to bertstrips might be the Bernie und Ert sketches of the 

German comedy show Freitag Nacht News, which aired on RTL from 1999 to 2006. In the 

sketches the two bootleg muppets, which were clear parodies of Ernie and Bert, were openly 

bisexual and would indulge in acts of violence, drug abuse, BDSM and robbery. In many ways, 

Bernie und Ert was a live-action version of the bertstrips before real bertstrips even existed. 

How much of an influence the sketches may have had on 

bertstrips is debatable, however, as the show was entirely 

in German and not well-known outside of Germany, 

while the probable majority of bertstrip-creators 

(affectionately called bertstrippers) are English-

speakers. However, from my own experience on 

r/bertstrips, at least some bertstrippers do seem to be 

aware of Bernie und Ert. Another likely forerunner of 

bertstrips was the Bert is Evil website, founded by Dino Ignacio in 1997. Ignacio created what 

could probably be called proto-memes by photoshopping pictures of Bert from Sesame Street 

into real photographs of historical villains and disasters, such as Adolf Hitler, Osama Bin 

Laden, 9/11, JFK’s Assassination and George W. Bush’s re-election. While these are not 

bertstrips in the technical sense, they do follow the spirit of misappropriating a muppet character 

to portray acts of evil and likely served as inspiration for many later bertstrips. 

 
3 For a thorough and comprehensive history of Jim Henson’s career and works, the six-part DefunctTV series done by the 

Youtube-channel Defunctland is greatly recommended. It can be viewed here: 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLplWWKocAfTYIGzH8eQ0x0kEQgoV9CpYm 

The TV parody Bernie und Ert. Take special notice of the 
photograph in the background. 

A subtle, but classic example of the Bert is Evil meme. 
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What is and is not a bertstrip? 

 

“Professionals have standards!” 

- Sniper, Team Fortress 2 

 

Not every edgy meme that uses muppets can be classified as a bertstrip. There are actual rules 

and guidelines to the structure of a bertstrip and if you do not follow these, your shitty meme 

will likely be removed by the moderators of r/bertstrips. First and foremost, a bertstrip should 

not use photoshopped images, as was done in the earlier Bert is Evil memes. The picture should 

be a genuine, unaltered frame from the show. The caption below it alone is supposed to do the 

work of recontextualizing the moment. While it may seem difficult to construct funny moments 

with these limitations, it encourages creativity and brings about clean uniformity. When it 

comes to choosing a show to misappropriate, the most popular choices are naturally Sesame 

Street and The Muppet Show. There have however been debates (and as we will see even wars) 

over whether other Jim Henson shows, such as Bear in the Big Blue House or Dinosaurs should 

be allowed too. Personally I do not think such bertstrips would do any harm on occasion, but 

the focus should still be on Sesame Street and The Muppets. If a show is used that does not have 

anything to do with Jim Henson, such as cartoon, it is not a bertstrip and instead belongs on 

r/teleshits. 
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When it comes to captioning the image, bertstrips largely differ from most current meme-

formats. Most current memes put a caption above the image that reads something like “When 

X does Y:” or “X be like:”. These give very little context and just present the image by telling 

the viewer what the meme-maker is referencing. Most current memes are built around 

reference-humor, making fun of current or relatable events that the viewer already knows. 

Therefore the viewer only needs a little hint to get the joke. Often there isn’t even a joke and it 

is just about the viewer for some odd reason being amazed that more than two people could 

have similar experiences in life or seen the same TV show. Bertstrips are decidedly different. 

The picture comes first and the caption is added in its own textbox below the image. The 

caption is not a hint to what the image is referencing, but tries to tell a story of what might be 

happening in the picture, either through description or dialogue. It is an explanation to the 

reader/viewer of what is happening, with the joke being that the description is highly inaccurate. 

As such bertstrips are largely unreliant on reference-humor and require actual writing skills and 

imagination to be good. For this reason, when reference-humor is used, it is usually in the form 

of biting satire. As such, bertstrips have little in common with most current memes, in fact I 

would go as far as arguing that it acts as a sort of modern reinvention of the epigram. Epigrams 

were short, explanatory satirical poems used since antiquity to comment on or explain pieces 

of artwork. 

Textwise it should be mentioned that not every bertstrip has to be over-the-top edgy. Taking a 

picture out of context can be funny without being vulgar or offensive, for example by being 

overtly absurd. Additionally, there is even an entire sub-genre of bertstrips that is dedicated 

towards creating genuinely heartwarming or heartbreaking scenes. These can be found on 

r/wholesomebertstrips. 
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Meme, art or both? 
 

“Satire is meant to ridicule power. If you are laughing at people who are hurting, it’s not satire, it’s 

bullying.” 

- Sir Terry Pratchett 

"What you lookin' at? You all a bunch of fuckin' assholes. You know why? You don't have the guts to 

be what you wanna be. You need people like me. You need people like me so you can point your fuckin' 

fingers and say, "That's the bad guy." So... what that make you? Good? You're not good. You just 

know how to hide, how to lie. Me, I don't have that problem. Me, I always tell the truth. Even when I 

lie. So say good night to the bad guy! Come on. The last time you gonna see a bad guy like this again, 

let me tell you. Come on. Make way for the bad guy. There's a bad guy comin' through! Better get 

outta his way!" 

- Tony Montana, Scarface (1983) 

Can bertstrips be described as an art-form? That of course depends on 

your view of what counts as art. In its most extreme definitions, 

everything, including bertstrips, could be called art. But of course that 

is pretty boring since if everything is art, nothing is. In my personal 

definition, with which you are certainly free to disagree, art has to 

have at least an expressive intent and at least some effort behind it. 

Skill and execution is only secondary. I would call bertstrips, and 

perhaps memes in general, a form of art. It bears a lot of hallmarks of 

what could be called postmodern art, such as the heavy reliance on 

text, abstraction and appropriation. The latter, the often non-

transformative use of pre-existing material, is what forms the core of 

bertstrips. The possibility that bertstrips are postmodern art is rather ironic, as it is not 

uncommon that someone creates a bertstrip that makes fun of modern/postmodern art. I have 

been guilty of that myself in the past. All that said, bertstrips are certainly not a high art, given 

the subject-matter. A bertstrip will never hang in a museum, most will not even be remembered 

the week after they were posted. We are one of the weird parts of the internet, the ones that 

people make autism-jokes about. On bad days, we are the prime example that people point at 

to demonstrate how overly edgy humor is unfunny and the sad thing is that they are often right. 

On good days however, a bertstrip can be something truly wonderful. Thanks to a perfect mix 

of good writing and situational comedy we can bring joy and laughter into the world, even if it 

is just for a short moment in time. There is rarely a better feeling and a more noble cause in life. 

We may be scum, but we are not worthless. 

If this ain't art, I don't know what is (Source 
unknown). 
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Where bertstrips can truly shine as a form of artistic expression 

is satire. The slippery slope of satire on the internet is however a 

form of reverse Poe’s Law. People who have bad intents and 

morally reprehensible opinions, but are socially aware enough 

that their opinions are publicly unacceptable, will often use the 

excuse of satire to propagate and disguise their opinions. 

However, as Pratchett notes above, satire should not be used as 

your tool to express how you hate often oppressed minority 

demographics for wanting to be treated like human beings, as it 

really is not satire anymore at that point. Nonetheless, some rather 

despicable online-communities, which will not be named here, 

have been created over the years thanks to this technique, often 

by abusing previous genuine satire. Given how the subject of 

bertstrips is often rude, vulgar or offensive content, one might 

expect this community to be abused in the same manner, but the 

entire bizarre concept of the format surprisingly prevents this 

from happening. As the strip below explains, the humour in 

bertstrips derives from the contrast of childhood-idols indulging 

in immoral behaviour. If a bertstripper were to think that racism 

is not wrong, then the idea of Big Bird being abrasively racist 

towards black people would not be funny, as there would be no 

contrast. It is for reasons like this why you pretty much never see 

bertstrips that are openly mocking transgender people or women, 

but rather ones that make fun of a muppet’s transphobia/misogyny. 

All that said, in recent years I have seen a disturbingly increasing 

amount of bertstrippers that are apparently too stupid to get the 

format and actually want to relate to the muppets’ bigoted attitudes 

in the strips. I really want to stress that on most occasions, if you 

feel sympathy towards the protagonists of a bertstrip, there is most 

likely something seriously wrong with you. This development is 

especially worrying to me, as I intend on writing this book as a 

final gift to this sub before I depart from Reddit, so I fear of what 

will become of r/bertstrips if I am not there anymore as a moderator 

(though I do have some faith in my co-moderators). If the worst-

An example of a bertstrip being used as political 
satire. Imagine how poorly Bert and Ernie have to 
treat their workers to sell apples that cheap. 

I swear i did not know that "they" could be used as 
a pronoun for a single person when I made this 
strip and that's why I used "it", since Cookie 

Monster is technically, well, a monster. In 
hindsight I definitely regret the wording on this, 
though I hope the actual intent is obvious. 
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case scenario, a total takeover of actual racists, were to happen, I would not be mad at you. 

Worse. I would be disappointed at you, because I know you can do better. My parting advice 

is: Be less like r/gamersriseup and more like The Filthy Frank Show. 
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2. Characters and their tropes 

 

Bert and Ernie: Partners in Crime 
 

Bert and Ernie are characters created for Sesame Street by Don Sahlin 

and Jim Henson, originally voiced by Henson and Frank Oz. In the 

original show they were two loveable, kind characters, though with a 

very childlike intelligence. Many sketches of them consisted of Ernie 

unintentionally annoying the somewhat more mature Bert with his 

naivety. 

In the Bertstrip-Continuum most of these traits are either reversed or exaggerated to absurdity. 

The most obvious consistency across most bertstrips is that the two are treated like a 

gay/bisexual and very kinky couple, very similar to the Bernie und Ert sketches. This is largely 

based on the real-life rumours that the original characters are meant to be in a relationship, as 

they live in the same apartment and sleep in the same room (though in separated beds). Despite 

being in love, the range of abuse that the two can do to each other in a bertstrip can range from 

insulting banter, to rape all the way to extravagant murder. Of course they will indulge in these 

activities with other characters as well, being mean, violent and/or racist to everyone else 

around them. 

Another consistent idea is that Bert has served in the Vietnam War 

(1955-1975) and suffers a post-traumatic stress-disorder from it. 

Most strips concerning this include either Bert telling someone 

about his experiences (which are often war-crimes he enjoyed 

committing) or Ernie deliberately triggering his PTSD to watch 

his reaction (which often results in Bert going berserk). Where this 

trope originates is hard to trace back, as so many bertstrips around 

this idea have been created. The most ludicrous, yet intriguing 

possibility is that it was Sesame Street itself that caused this joke. 

In a sketch titled “Ernie stops and thinks” from episode 4 of season 

35 (2004), Ernie cannot sleep at night and decides to play his 

bugle. The sound wakes up Bert, who screams “Sergeant Bert 

reporting for duty!”, before he realizes he’s at home in his bed with 

Ernie. While this was just a throwaway-joke, it bears the 
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implication that Bert at one point in his life had served in the military. This, combined with the 

fact he got reminded of it by Ernie making loud sounds, likely served as fuel for all sorts of 

PTSD-jokes. Interestingly, Bert’s hijinxs in Vietnam are often linked to the My Lai Massacre, 

though his involvement varies from strip to strip. 

When Bert and Ernie are not being an abusive couple, they act as abusive parents to their 

adoptive(?) son Bort. In the original Sesame Street sketches he’s actually named Brad and is 

Bert’s nephew. Why bertstrippers have come to rename him Bort is unknown, though a 

common rumour is that it is short for abortion. Bort is often subject to the entire lexicon of 

child-abuse, from A for anal rape to Z for Zerstörung.  

Examples: 
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Master Big Bird 

 

If Bert and Ernie’s racism is not enough for you, Big Bird will surely 

suffice. Instead of being the kind, loveable and child-like character 

played by Caroll Spinney, in the bertstrip universe he is, of all things, 

a pre-civil war plantation owner, black slaves and all, that somehow 

managed to survive into modern day with his business still intact. 

Most strips deal with him treating his slaves badly or generally being 

abrasive towards black people or women. However, it is not uncommon 

to see him have a general disdain for humans as a whole, regardless of 

ethnicity or gender. There are even a fair bit of stories that imply that Big Bird sees humans as 

a source of food, a particularly odd running gag with mysterious origins being that he likes to 

turn disobedient slaves into bone-broth soup. His hate of humans generally also applies to other 

muppets, with perhaps the only exception being Snuffy (which is oddly faithful to the source-

material). The only other creatures he seems to have empathy for are other birds and apparently 

dinosaurs, since he technically is one. 

As we shall see in the extended lore, Big Bird is perhaps not just the master over many slaves, 

but may also hold powers beyond comprehension. There are many signs that he is some kind 

of eldritch abomination neither from the Bertstrip-Continuum nor from any other known reality. 

He cannot be killed, only temporarily halted. 

Examples: 

 

 

 

The oldest known plantation-owner Big 
Bird strip, made by u/MasterBetaClub 
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Grover & Mr. Johnson 
 

In the original sketches, Grover was a bumbling buffoon who, 

through his incompetence and naivety, often unintentionally caused 

discomfort to Mr. Johnson, who in turn was often too polite to get 

enraged at him or complain. Bertstrippers have taken this up to 

eleven. Now it is Grover’s full sadistic intent to make Johnson’s life 

a living hell by harming him daily in many unexpected ways, 

destroying any joy he might have had in life. This may range from 

spoiling movies all the way to outright torture. Great deal is made 

of the fact that Grover once murdered Johnson’s wife, though the 

exact details and reasons vary from story to story. Grover’s most 

common form of torture is simply reminding Mr. Johnson of this act and 

how much joy it has taken from the latter’s life. While rare, it is not 

unheard of that Johnson takes matter into his own hand and takes his 

revenge out on Grover, either through physical or psychological harm. 

The success-rate of this again varies from story to story. Some bertstrips 

and parts of the deep lore suggest that despite their seemingly 

antagonistic relationship, Grover and Johnson actually enjoy each 

other’s company and shenanigans, perhaps as some form of hate-love. If 

another person tries to bully Mr. Johnson, Grover will actually protect him, as he sees Johnson 

by u/Hoxomo 

by u/Kyleboy21 
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as his property/bitch. They are also not beyond cooperating with each 

other to reach a common goal.  

A possible alter ego of Grover is Super Grover. While he is a superhero 

with similar powers to Superman, most bertstrips about him revolve 

around the fact that he is absolutely incompetent at his job and/or can be 

easily bribed. Some strips even imply that he is an outright supervillain 

that abuses his powers for doing great evil.  

 

Elmo/Incelmo 
 

Elmo in the Bertstrip-Continuum is sort-of a free-for-all, as in he has no 

strictly defined characteristics and can and will be portrayed indulging 

into any thinkable immoral activity. There still are some consistencies 

across bertstrips. For one, Elmo seems to be a sexual deviant in 

particular, with many strips portraying him being either interested in 

older/taller women, sexually harassing people or even engaging in 

bestiality. There are also somewhat frequent jokes involving him about 

communism and/or world-conquest and politics, likely in reference to 

his red coloration. Fans of C&C: Red Alert will be pleased with him.  

An alter ego of Elmo is Incelmo, who, as the name implies, is an incel. In case you are unaware, 

incel is short for “involuntary celibate”. While the original meaning may sound rather neutral, 

the term incel has come to define a specific and by now infamous subset of people online. These 

incels are people who claim that they cannot get laid because society finds them undesirable, 

reasons being either that they look conventionally unattractive, are loveable but dorky nerds 

and/or feminism has created too high standards by which women choose men. However, the 

reality is that most incels are people that are too lazy to care about their own self, are overtly 

misogynistic or otherwise mean to other human beings, have too high standards by which they 

choose women and are generally toxic without realising it. It is often this lack of retrospective 

and self-improvement that prevents them from attaining any meaningful relationship.4 Incelmo 

 
4 I believe I can say this with a certain degree of my own experience as I used to be in a very similar place at one point in my 

life. Thankfully I greatly worked on myself before I could discover these toxic online communities, worked out, came to 
terms with my own sexuality, dated an Israeli drag-queen for a couple of months and now am in a happy, long-lasting 
relationship with a nice girl from Mexico. Is this too much personal information to reveal in a public online document? Yes, 
but this is a shitty book about bertstrips, so who the fuck is gonna believe any of this anyway? 

by u/Brentzkrieg_ 
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is the embodiment of all these traits, coming even with the proper slang-terms, and strips about 

him serve to mock these types of people.  

Examples: 

 

Zionist Count von Count 
 

Count von Count is an undead vampire with a long nose and a 

foreign accent. What do we geniuses over at r/bertstrips turn him 

into? A Jewish stereotype of course, despite his original design, 

accent and mannerisms being a clear parody of Hungarian Dracula-

actor Bela Lugosi. Again, nobody said this was high art. The Count 

largely serves two function in bertstrips: A) Be a victim of other 

muppets’ anti-semitism or B) Making fun of anti-semitic 

stereotypes by derailing them into the absurd. On rare occasions he 

is also used to mock the nationalistic policies of the illegitimate 

state of Israel. Many more strips don’t have anything to do with 

Jewish stereotypes at all and instead just take the Count’s original 

characteristics, counting and vampirism, and exaggerate them to ridiculous degrees. 

by u/Fun1k by u/solarscopez 

By u/solarscopez. I just want to note that the 

concept of hell does not exist in Judaism. 
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Examples: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cookie Monster, the sole innocent? 
 

There certainly are some bertstrips that portray Cookie Monster in a 

negative light, but most of them are rather unoriginal. Like, come on, 

comparing his obsession with cookies to drug addiction? You know your 

joke is lame when even Family Guy has made that gag. Far more 

interesting are the bertstrips that portray Cookie Monster as an innocent 

foil to the other muppets’ crude shenanigans. In these it often seems like 

it is the actual Cookie Monster from the original Sesame Street who 

somehow managed to slip into the Bertstrip-Continuum without noticing. 

This contrasting effect can have great results and is often used in many 

classic comedies. 

 

 

 

by u/cyrusasu 

Source unknown 

This used to be my most upvoted post on 
Reddit, with currently 15k upvotes, 
before being overtaken by the one of the 
top, with currently 17k votes. Do you 
believe God stays in heaven because he 

too lives in fear of what he has created? 
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Example: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Imam Telly 
 

Similarly to Elmo, Telly has no clear character-traits and 

behaves simply according to what is required from him for the 

bertstrip to work. He however does have an alter ego, called 

Imam Telly. As you can imagine, similarly to Zionist Count, 

Imam Telly is used to make all sorts of jokes about terrorism, 

Islamic fundamentalism, wahabism and so on. Curiously, 

Imam Telly is rarely used nowadays in bertstrips and has 

become somewhat of a dead trope. Why is hard to say, though 

the character should still be remembered, as he might become 

relevant again in the future.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

by u/TempusCavus 
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Kermit & Company 
 

While not featured as often as the characters from Sesame 

Street, Kermit and the other characters from The Muppet 

Show, such as Miss Piggy, Fozzie Bear and Gonzo do 

have their fair share of bertstrip-appearances. Kermit does 

not have a certain set of characteristics, sometimes being 

absolutely vile, sometimes absolutely innocent. Most of 

the time bertstrips about the Muppet Show cast simply 

exaggerate the original character-traits. Interestingly 

there is a significant number of Kermit-strips that concern 

is strong relationship to Jim Henson, his creator and 

original puppeteer/voice. Most of the time these are of a 

sentimental or meta nature.  

Examples:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

For the Warhammer Fantasy fans out there: 

Any allusion to real-world, frog-voiced 

Canadian grifters is 100% intentional. Last time 
I heard, Mikhaila Peterson has got a Weekend at 
Bernie’s-Situation going on with her father, 
which makes this strip even better in hindsight. 
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Yoda 
 

By most definitions, Yoda should not be considered part of 

the bertstrip-canon. As he was however created and 

puppeteered by Frank Oz, there have been some crossovers, 

like the one on the right, which should be able to be used for 

bertstrips without problems. 

The real reason why he is mentioned here is out of pure 

solidarity with our fallen comrades over at r/legoyoda. Lego 

Yoda memes were a series of stock images of Lego Yoda 

(either from the Lego Star Wars games or the actual toy 

itself) overlaid with monologue, often in actual Yoda-speech 

(Object-Subject-Verb), of what Yoda is thinking, doing or 

has done. The most often re-occurring running gags were that Lego Yoda was severely addicted 

to ketamine, possessed a 2001 Honda Civic and liked running over minorities with said 2001 

Honda Civic.5 These memes often followed a similar philosophy to bertstrips and both 

communities had a considerable overlap. Unfortunately, the entire subreddit of r/legoyoda was 

completely deleted by the Reddit Admins in 2019 after it gained sizeable popularity, without 

any prior warning or stated reason. Any related subreddits that tried to recreate the experience 

 
5 For more information, go here: https://gfycat.com/loathsomedescriptiveaquaticleech 
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were consequently removed as well. Lego Yoda’s memes have consequently been nearly 

extinguished, his legacy forgotten. The exact reasons for the ban are still not known today, 

though speculation is that Disney told Reddit CEO Steve Huffman6 that they did not like their 

property being associated with outwardly racist memes. The possibility that something similar 

might happen to r/bertstrips one day should be one of great concern to us. It was one of the 

main driving factors for me to chronicle this subreddit’s history in a place that cannot be 

destroyed by Reddit. I am sorry, Lego Yoda, I was too late to do the same for you.  

 
6 Who is in fact a libertarian doomsday-prepper dreaming about being a post-apocalyptic, feudal slave-lord. I am not making 

this up: https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2017/01/30/doomsday-prep-for-the-super-rich 

Source unknown 

Source unknown 
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3. The Deep-Lore 
 

Preliminary notes on the lore 
 

Bertstories were multi-part bertstrips that told an overarching story, sometimes even called 

saga. While some short multi-part bertstrips did exist before, the format was largely popularized 

after my first Cursed Souls season. Many bertstories were created throughout the years, a lot 

more than are featured in this book. I decided to so far only include those which have direct 

connection to the deep-lore, however more could certainly be added in future editions.  

Regarding the reading-order, I decided to order them based on when they might have actually 

happened in-universe. If you however want to read them in the actual timeline of release, the 

order would be: 

1. Cursed Souls (began in June 18th 2018) 

2. Bearvolution 

3. The Saga of Super Grover 

4. The Darksphere 

5. The Good, The Bert and the Ugly 

6. Johnson’s Gambit 

7. Final Solution 

8. Kookie Kong 

9. Last Muppet on Earth 

10. SCP-ERN-13 (ended in June 2019) 

The stories can be further divided into shorter cycles. The most coherent and relevant one for 

the deep-lore is what I call the End Times Cycle. It (presumably) takes place in the future of 

our current Bertstrip-Continuum and consists of: 

1. Cursed Souls 

2. Bearvolution 

3. Last Muppet on Earth 

There is also the Historical Hijinxs Cycle, taking place in the past and consisting of The Good, 

The Bert and Ugly, Kookie Kong and Final Solution. The Saga of Super Grover, Darksphere 

and Johnson’s Gambit can be grouped into a Modern Days Cycle, alongside many other 
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bertstrips not featured, and takes place in the present. When and where in the timeline SCP-

ERN13 takes place is debatable, as is Last Muppet on Earth. 

Some other notes: you may have already noticed that in many of my old bertstrips the upper-

case commas are reversed. When people asked me about this, I often jokingly told them that 

I’m from Australia. In reality it is because I was using a German keyboard at the time. 

Regarding the style of writing, the stories were often told one or two posts per day. Similar to 

serials, this created anticipation and speculation among the readers, leading them to come back 

for the next part. However, this also meant that new readers might get to see the new parts 

without having seen the previous ones. Many of the posts therefore keep repeating things, in 

order to give new readers context. I therefore hope you can excuse the perhaps annoying 

repetition, as these bertstories were originally not intended to be read in a single sitting. 

Regarding the question of if I will ever write another bertstory again: if I ever do, I imagine it 

being about Bert’s time in Vietnam. Surprisingly that has never been explored in detail yet.  
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The Good, The Bert and the Ugly 
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Commentary 
 

After having already written a couple of bertstories I searched for 

new ideas. The previous ones I made were all either set in the present 

or the future of the Bertstrip-Continuum, so I got the idea to make 

one about the past and perhaps explore some character origins. The 

first one that came to mind was Big Bird and why he was an ante-

bellum slave-owner. While in the end I did not actually explore this 

origin story, it gave me the idea to make a bertstory set during the 

American Civil War. It was the perfect setting when you think about 

it, as we already had a character fit for the time and there were plenty 

of opportunities to make edgy jokes about racism, slavery and war, 

mixed with Spaghetti-Western style grey-and-orange morality. 

Historical accuracy was of course not of main concern, as the part 

about radio-communication shows. A less obvious anachronism is the 

joke about Edward Drinker Cope and Othniel Charles Marsh, as the 

Bone Wars began in 1877, while the Civil War ended in 1865. 

Regarding that part, you will quickly notice that this won’t be the last 

time I make jokes about dinosaurs or paleontology in these stories, as 

the field is somewhat of a hobby of mine.  

Regarding the lore, the fact that Big Bird is simply Big Bird in this and not some historical 

ancestor, like Bertram or Robert, should be your first clue that something strange is going on 

with him. You should also keep the name King H’aggin in the back of your head.  

But alas, everyone on the subreddit was but 

a slave, granting the pass to none. 
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Kookie Kong 
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Commentary 

 

Ever since growing up as a child with the 2005 remake by Peter 

Jackson I was a huge fan of King Kong and the world he 

inhabited. This parody was possibly my least upvoted bertstory 

(except for the one strip where Cookie Monster destroys the 

Twin Towers), but I did not care much because it was mostly a 

passion-project.7 After the edgefest that was Final Solution I 

also just wanted to go back to some light-hearted silliness. If 

you notice, I included references to both the 1933 original and 

the Jackson remake into the story. The “plesiosaur” that Bert 

and Ernie encounter is a reference to a scrapped script from the 1933 movie in which crew of 

the Venture first encounter a sea-serpent before they land on Skull Island. The line “There is 

nothing officially wrong with it, Driscoll, because technically it hasn’t been discovered yet” is 

directly lifted from the 2005 movie while the Sumatran Dwarf Mastodon is a reference to the 

Sumatran Rat Monkey from Jackson’s other movie Braindead (which has a sort-of cameo in 

King Kong). 

To bring up the Twin Towers again, a lot of people asked 

how an official image of Cookie Monster committing a 

Godzilla-style 9/11 came into being. I was baffled myself 

and tried to do a bit of research. From what I gathered it was 

the cover of a book that came out in 1976, around the same 

time as the shitty Dino De Laurentiis remake of King Kong, 

in which Kong climbs up the World Trade Center instead of 

the Empire State Building (he even stands on top of the 

towers in the movie-poster). The book-cover is therefore 

likely a reference to the movie that just aged like milk… or wine in our case. 

On a last note, does anyone remember the videogame for the 2005 movie? That shit was lit. 

Straight-up fun survival horror.  

 
7 I even made an animated intro: https://imgur.com/a/eEpT4eW 
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Final Solution 
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Commentary 
 

I got the idea for this one from a Reddit-comment. I believe someone else made a bertstrip about 

the Holocaust with the title Final Solution and someone commented that the strip and title feel 

like a bertstory of mine. Honestly though, a bertstory set during the Holocaust was only a matter 

of time. It was the ultimate final frontier of edge, the edge to end all edges. It had to go down 

that direction eventually. If I didn’t do it someone else would have. 

As you notice, I put in a lot subtle and perhaps not so subtle (Stichwort: Seife) references to 

actual events and people, such as the destruction of evidence by the Nazis, enslavement, Doctor 

Mengele’s horrifyingly useless human experimentations, the abuse of Nietzsche’s philosophy 

by anti-semites and the many escapes to South America. The truly terrifying thing is that I 

barely had to exaggerate these, the comedy purely derived from muppets committing these 

crimes.  

I am not proud of what I have created, especially as someone from a German-speaking country. 

Like I said, if I didn’t do it, someone else would have. I did not want to find out what that 

someone would have done. 
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The Saga of Super Grover (by u/ibeverycorrect) 
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Commentary by u/ibeverycorrect 

 

u/ibeverycorrect could unfortunately not be reached for commentary, so have my shitty bertstrip 

instead, ayy lmao:  
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The Darksphere 
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Commentary 
 

After Cursed Souls and the Bearvolution had happened I wanted 

to create a short, perhaps a bit spooky story. At the start I didn’t 

even think of a twist. In the end it evolved into something 

resembling an Edgar Allan Poe or H.P. Lovecraft short-story. 

The purpose was to show that the evil that was present in Cursed 

Souls was still lingering in the Bertstrip-Continuum, though it 

was ambiguous from where that evil came. 

On a side-note, this was perhaps my least successful bertstory, all 

thanks to one particular user called u/CrazedArchivist. After the 

Bearvolution he came to irrationally hate bertstories and somehow feared Darksphere would 

grow to similar proportions even though it clearly did not. He therefore stalked my strips and 

downvotes the new parts as soon as I posted them, inhibiting their growth. This Brazilian 

fuckboy was the reason why I put a jab at his home country in The Good, The Bert and The 

Ugly. If you’re reading this, go fuck yourself, jerk.      8                                                                                    

 

  

 
8 I am not making that number up, by the way:  https://arxiv.org/pdf/1809.07252v1.pdf 
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Johnson’s Gambit (by u/OverlySarcasticNormy) 
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Commentary by u/OverlSarcasticNormy 

 

“As far as Johnson’s Gambit, there’s not a whole lot to say. I got the picture off the bertstripper 

and tried to come up with a good caption. I ended up really liking the initial strip I made, so I 

scrapped it and spread it out over more strips so I could better flesh out the idea.” 

  

Another theory 
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Cursed Souls 

Season 1: Raiders of Sand-Nigeria 
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Season 2: Paranormal Erntities 
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https://i.imgur.com/CVfeIFW.jpg
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Season 3: Realms of Pain 
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https://i.imgur.com/h7PZhx2.jpg
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https://i.imgur.com/L9YVAtO.jpg
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Commentary 

 

This was the first bertstory I ever wrote, the one that started it all. Where to even begin… 

First it never was intended to be a long story. It really was just that very first, kind of 

heartwarming part where Bert receives a treasure map from his uncle. Maybe I would have 

made a part two, but that would have been it. However, the strip was extremely well received, 

I believe it was one of my first Reddit-posts to break 1k upvotes, and there were many people 

in the comments about how this story might devolve into a dark series of events, mainly because 

they were thrown off by the supposed wholesomeness. This inspired me to expand and make it 

into an Indiana Jones-esque treasure hunt that, while dark-humored, was still fairly upbeat and 

silly. The inclusion of Big Bird is an example of that. Originally I only included him literally 

for that one-off joke that the character most famous for enslaving black people is the descendant 

of a North African king. While I was finishing the initial series I 

however noticed what I had created by accident: Big Bird was a 

supernatural entity with interdimensional powers from North 

Africa. He was basically Nyarlathotep from the Cthulhu-Mythos. 

I noticed at the time that there were certain re-occurring character-

traits among the bertstrip-muppets that people generally agreed 

upon, creating a sort of proto-canon. What if someone were to 

create a deeper, overarching lore for these characters and the 

bertstrip-universe, similar to what was originally done with the 

Lovecraft creatures? I couldn’t let this opportunity slip and 

instead of ending the series on a happy note I made a cliff-hanger 

and renewed the story for a second season.  

At first I didn’t make it obvious that Season 2 was a continuation of the previous story, only 

leaving it at faint hints in the first part. Some people caught on, most did not. I believe my 

original plan was to end it with Bunsen and Beaker freeing Bert and Ernie from the Realm of 

Pain, but that was dissatisfying, and Season 2 was not as popular as the first one. That is why 

Big Bird came back, with the twist that he was behind everything and was a near omnipotent 

being. With that part I also officially revealed in the comments that this was the continuation 

of Season 1. 

The first part of Season 3 was a massive success compared to Season 2, with many people in 

the comments shocked at the long list of previous episodes I linked underneath and becoming 
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deeply invested in this story. The first half of Season 3 is basically torture porn in the style of I 

Have No Mouth, and I Must Scream. I even put in a fake-out ending where Ernie abandons all 

hope. The reason for this is that I needed time to figure out how to end this story, as I was 

frequently asked to bring back Grover, Johnson, Bunsen and Beaker and it was difficult to do 

that in a satisfying way. The very last strip is a direct reference to the Bearvolution, which 

independently began in parallel right as Season 3 was nearing its end. The continuation from 

Cursed Souls to the Bearvolution is therefore the smoothest transition from one bertstory to 

another. While I wouldn’t say that it is certain, we can at least somewhat safely assume that the 

Bert, Ernie and Big Bird from the Bearvolution are the same ones from Cursed Souls and not 

just reincarnations. We cannot say the same about the other bertstories. 

The single most relevant strip in this story pertaining to the lore is, as you probably guessed it, 

when Big Bird goes meta. Many people were apparently really surprised and shocked by this 

twist, though there was arguably some foreshadowing. Unlike many things in this story, that 

was actually something I had planned a long time, probably since the end of Season 1. From 

Season 2 onwards the Realm of Pain was always planned to be an infernal parody of the concept 

and medium that is bertstrips. It is why the Season 3 title, Realms of Pain, is written in plural. 

I wrote Season 3 not just as the finale to the series, but as the bertstrip to end all bertstrips. 

There was no going back after this deconstruction, I had found the last bit of innocence left in 

the bertstrip-community, the idea that these are all just shitty, unimportant memes on the 

internet, and completely destroyed it. Consequently, no other bertstory, neither from me nor 

from others, has ever managed to live up to its legacy and I truly believe it will never be done. 

To paraphrase Walt Disney when he was asked about continuing Fantasia: Cursed Souls is an 

idea in itself. I can never make another Cursed Souls. I can improve. I can elaborate. That's all. 

On a final note, people kept asking me why Bert and Ernie drank petrol and ate gravel in the 

Realm of Pain even though they were immortal there anyway. I did not think this through when 

I wrote it, but my guess is that they were simply forced to do it.  
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Bearvolution (by various bertstrippers) 
 

  

by u/SwagmuncherTheSwag 

by u/SwagmuncherTheSwag 
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by u/SwagmuncherTheSwag 
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by u/Giggapuff 
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Source unknown 

by u/NivlacSupreme 
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Source unknown 

by u/camronchlarson 
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by u/TempusCavus 

by u/GustavusAdolphin 
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by u/NicholasTheEgghead14 

by u/bobthepizzaboy 
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Source unknown 
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by u/cesariojpn 
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Source unknown 

by u/Spingebill_1812Part2 
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by u/camronchlarson 

by u/bobthepizzaboy 
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Source unknown 

by u/SwagmuncherTheSwag 
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Commentary 
 

Similarly to how there will never be another Cursed Souls, I also think that there never will be 

again a perfect storm of conditions that led to the Bearvolution. 

As you may have noticed the story is so far the only one that was “written” by more than one 

bertstripper. I say written in quotation marks because the entire process was a very chaotic, 

unplanned process. As I was finishing Season 3 of Cursed Souls, the subreddit-rules of 

r/bertstrips read that only screencaps from Sesame Street, The Muppet Show and Fraggle Rock 

were allowed to be turned into bertstrips. Poking fun at this, SwagmuncherTheSwag began a 

short series of posts about Bear from Bear in the Big Blue House leading a guerrilla-warfare 

rebellion against the inhabitants of Sesame Street, coining the term Bearvolution in the process. 

Even though I was supposed to end my series, I wanted to join in on the fun and invented the 

Deathmoon. After that post and the subsequent one about the muppets reacting to the battle-

station, all hell broke loose. Now everyone wanted to join in and for perhaps a whole week the 

entire subreddit was flooded with everyone making their own post about the Great Muppet War, 

with many franchises suddenly appearing and choosing their side in the war. At one point I 

think someone even made a war-post with the Cat in the Hat, played by Mike Myers. There 

were dozens upon dozens of strips on the topic and I was only able to trace down those that told 

the most coherent story. To those still confused, here was the series of events that I was able to 

piece together, though it is more of an approximation of what may have actually happened: 

• Bear hears of r/bertstrips, finds out he isn’t allowed on it and starts a series of uprisings 

and terrorist attacks Pablo-Escobear-Style. The term Bearvolution is coined. Treelo 

becomes the first martyr of the Bearvolution 

• Because it doesn’t work, Bear secretly builds the Deathmoon in earth-orbit. 

• The inhabitants of Sesame Street become aware of the imminent danger. Both sides 

fortify their defences. 

• President Big Bird declares war on the Big Blue House and both sides arm up. 

• Various missions try to sabotage the Deathmoon but fail. Grover’s fate is unknown. 

• The Dinosaurs, Muppets and many other factions try getting involved. 

• Since Bird was technically the aggressor, Bear uses the power of the Deathmoon as an 

act of defence. He doesn’t use its full capabilities and instead just annihilates the main 

alley of Sesame Street as a demonstration of his power. It is unclear who died in the first 

blast. 
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• Big Bird answers with nuclear attacks, which are followed by Bear&Allies’ nukes, as 

well as more attacks by the Deathmoon. 

• In a rogue effort, Cookie Monster sacrifices himself and manages to destroy the 

Deathmoon. 

• Bear lost his superior weapon and realizes that he cannot win the war anymore. He signs 

a peace-treaty with Sesame Street, but the damage has already been done and launched 

the Continuum into a nuclear winter for the next couple of thousand years. Bear commits 

suicide shortly after. All realms are presumably ruined or destroyed. 

• It is unclear who survived the war and it’s even more unclear who will survive in the 

post-apocalyptic ice age. Instead of a tundra, the dryness of the ice age turned Pangea 

into a Mad Max style desert with terroristic dinosaurs trying to turn each other into 

petrol for their cars.9 

• Bert and Ernie die(?). 

It was absolute madness, helped by the fact that the moderators were quite inactive at the time, 

and damn was it fun. However, it eventually had to come to an end, as many people grew 

antagonistic to the event, saw it as spam and wanted to go back to the status quo of Elmo raping 

animals the good old-fashioned way. It was therefore decided to abandon the story at the nuclear 

winter and leave it be. I actually made one last final bertstrip I wanted to release as my personal 

end to the story, but I never posted it out of fear of backlash from the people who were tired of 

the Bearvolution. What you are about to see is therefore perhaps my rarest bertstrip:  

  

 
9 Yes, I know that oil isn’t really derived from dinosaurs (it’s actually dead algae), but come on, that’s too cool of a concept 

to simply dismiss. 
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Last Muppet on Earth 
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Commentary 
 

This one did not originally start out as a bertstory. It was just that first post, but it received such 

high resonance that I saw an opportunity to expand. As the title suggests, the idea was originally 

just to write a story based on the 1954 book I am Legend by Richard Matheson, as well as its 

movie adaptations The Omega Man and The Last Man on Earth. Imagine Ernie being played 

by Vincent Price. 

The idea to connect it to the Bearvolution and therefore to the deep-lore didn’t occur to me until 

halfway through, not really thinking what exactly the cause for the nuclear holocaust was that 

Ernie was living in. A lot of time had simply passed between this story and the Bearvolution-

event, to the point that many people probably forgot that was even a thing. Nonetheless, once I 

realized the potential I went straight for it (despite the continuity problems it caused) and people 

were amazed at the plot-twist. It truly was one of the rare moments in my life where I had a 

stroke of genius.  

This story’s greatest contribution to the lore is the elaboration of Big Bird’s role in the universe. 

While it was only alluded to in Cursed Souls, here it is made explicit that he is an outright 

servant of the Dark Gods, the Nyarlathotep of the Bertstrip-Continuum. Despite this, there are 

a lot of continuity-problems (which we will explore in due time) that Last Muppet on Earth 

brings up, mostly because, like most bertstories, it was not originally written with the lore in 

mind. 
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SCP-ERN13 
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10 

 
10 This bertstrip was originally a gif that started out as a still image with screen-cracks rapidly appearing after some time to 

startle the viewer. If you want to see the original, go here: https://imgur.com/a/uw3Pgpz 
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11 

  

 
11 This bertstrip was also originally a gif that started out as a still image. After about ten seconds Bert and Ernie would 

suddenly start moving towards the camera and examine the screen-crack. I gave many people a minor heart-attack with this. 
Original can be viewed here: https://imgur.com/a/uw3Pgpz 
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Commentary 
 

Again, this bertstory was inspired by a comment. Someone posted a bertstrip where the muppets 

were looking creepily into the camera and someone commented that he hates bertstrips like that 

because he’s scared that the creatures would suddenly start moving and jumpscare him while 

reading. I thought I could do that, even with the limited video-editing skills I have. But I 

couldn’t just blow all that potential on one bertstrip. I had to build up the tension first. First 

came three strips that, while meta, didn’t go anywhere and suggested that the muppets were 

victims of torment, like in the Realm of Pain. Then come Elmo and his pack, aggressive and 

producing cracks in the screen. The possibility of rebellion against the Dark Gods is introduced. 

This fear grows further in the next strip, where Bert and Ernie turn from whimpering victims 

into schemers set out for revenge, while the cracks in the screen keep getting bigger. False 

reassurance is created in the next strip, where at first Big Bird, our supposed servant, seems to 

keep things in check while the screen is intact again. This assurance is literally shattered by the 

sudden appearance of cracks as the viewer is reading the message to the end, realizing that even 

Bird has turned against us. It is however just the cracks that are animated, Bird does not move, 

reminding us that he is a still an image that cannot harm us. This last feeling of safety is finally 

destroyed by the last strip, where the crack is static, as are the muppets, but as soon as the reader 

reaches the end, the image turns into a gif, with Bert and Ernie moving towards us, examining 

the crack and talking without us hearing what they are saying. Judging by the comments, my 

mission was done, everyone was spooked solid.  

What happened after the last part? I do not know. A wise man once said that one should not ask 

questions one does not want to hear the answers to. 
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Synthesis of the Lore 
 

As you have probably noticed by now, this lore is a mess. Most of these bertstories were 

originally not written with an overarching lore in mind, creating many discrepancies. However, 

it is sometimes through the discussion of these problems that some of the most fascinating 

stories are created. Think of this example: In the Old Testament two accounts of the Creation 

are given. One says that God created man and woman at the same time out of the same clay, 

while the other says he created man first out of clay and woman afterwards out of one of his 

ribs. Which one is true now? The most interesting explanation that Jewish folklore came up 

with is the character of Lilith. In the actual biblical text she appears briefly only one or two 

times and then only as the variation of a Babylonian owl-demon (or depending on the translation 

as just another word for owl). The folklore however expanded on her, claiming her to be Adam’s 

first wife from the first account that turned into an evil demon after not submitting to her 

husband, as she was made of the same earth. Eve, made from parts of Adam to better submit to 

him, was only an afterthought. Look how much worldbuilding was created here just by trying 

to explain a contradiction which was brought about because separate texts from different 

sources were compiled into the same work. This chapter is therefore an open invitation for 

speculation and discussion. I will present you with a set of questions and problems raised by 

the lore and while I will offer my own speculation, I also encourage you to answer them 

yourselves. Maybe turn your headcanon into new bertstories. If enough people like them and 

want them to be included in this book, they might become actual canon. Firstly though we 

should state some things that can be said with at least some certainty: 

• The Dark Gods (us) are the rulers of the Bertstrip-Continuum, which was created to 

torment Jim Henson characters for our entertainment. 

• Big Bird is the servant of the Dark Gods and keeps the Bertstrip-Continuum in check. 

He views everyone in the Continuum as his slaves. 

• The Bertstrip-Continuum consists of many realms, which are the worlds of Jim Henson 

creations. The sole exception is the Realm of Pain, which is Big Bird’s personal infernal 

mirror-dimension of the Sesame Street Realm. 

• Everyone in the Continuum can be reborn after death, however most will not remember 

the events of their previous incarnation. 
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Here are the problems and some additional questions: 

• Last Muppet on Earth seems to take place somewhen after the Bearvolution due to the 

presence of the destroyed Deathmoon. However, Bert and Ernie supposedly died at the 

end of the Bearvolution, while here Ernie is still alive and the account of Bert’s death 

differs from what is seen in the Bearvolution. Did Ernie maybe hallucinate his and 

Bert’s death in the nuclear snow? It does seem unnaturally sweet and he did state that 

he would have preferred to have died together with Bert.  

• The Bearvolution turned the Bertstrip-Continuum into a frozen wasteland with at least 

a couple of survivors left, while in Last Muppet on Earth it is a Fallout-esque desert 

with Ernie being the last one alive. Did simply a lot of time pass between the two? Or 

was there a second nuclear war somewhen after the Bearvolution with a different 

outcome? Perhaps in-between them there was enough time for things to normalize and 

people to be reborn, which would also explain the previous problem. Intriguingly the 

Deathmoon is called ancient in Last Muppet on Earth. However, Ernie seems to 

remember the battlestation’s history, which implies that he is the same Ernie that 

witnessed the Bearvolution.   

• Is Last Muppet on Earth the actual backstory to how r/bertstrips was created? If yes, 

then why is r/bertstrips already mentioned or alluded to in Cursed Souls and the 

Bearvolution? Is the Bertstrip-Continuum continually destroyed and renewed through 

Big Bird’s schemes? LMOE would therefore be both the end and the beginning in an 

endless loop. However, if SCP-ERN13 is the true continuation of LMOE, then it is 

arguably the beginning of the final end. Both possibilities are contradicted by the 

suggestion that Ernie seems to subconsciously recall a time when the other muppets on 

Sesame Street were not marauding rapists and murderers. 

• Speaking of which, where does SCP-ERN13 fit in? The end of LMOE does imply that 

the muppets were self-aware from now on, so it would seem like a continuation from 

there, however the characters already gained self-awareness during Cursed Souls and 

the Bearvolution and seemingly lost it at the beginning of LMOE. 

• Why does Big Bird rebel against the Dark Gods in SCP-ERN13? Also did the muppets 

manage to escape the Bertstrip-Continuum? 

• Is King H’aggin from Cursed Souls a previous incarnation of Big Bird (Nosneh 

H’aggin) or really an ancestor? Similarly, is Bolshoi Bird also an alter ego of Big Bird? 

If yes, then why does the regular Big Bird also appear in the same story? 
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• The Realm of Pain is among the realms Big Bird lists as destroyed in Last Muppet on 

Earth. Was it also destroyed by the Bearvolution? How? 

• Were the dromaeosaurs that attacked Bert and Ernie in Cursed Souls the former pets of 

King H’aggin, similarly to how plantation-owner Big Bird owned an Allosaurus? 

• How did Mrs. Johnson really die? Was it really Johnson himself that killed her or was 

Johnson’s Gambit just an elaborate, miscalculated mind-torture planned by Grover? 

• What happened to Grover on the Deathmoon? If he really managed to go back to Earth 

to search for Johnson, how did he survive his self-destruction attempt and/or the final 

destruction of the station by Cookie Monster? 

• Are Grover and Super Grover the same person? 

• How were the Twin Towers still intact in Super Grover’s time if they were previously 

destroyed by Kookie Kong? 

• What happened to Mr. Johnson at the end of Cursed Souls Season 1? Did he get eaten 

by the raptors while Grover followed Bert and Ernie into the temple? Since Bunsen and 

Beaker found his bones alongside Grover’s in the Realm of Pain, was he instead also 

hit with the curse? 

• How did Ernie escape the chasm in King H’aggin’s temple? Were there simply a lot of 

corpses at the bottom that cushioned his fall? 

• If the Bearvolution is a direct continuation of Cursed Souls, how did Grover and 

Johnson reappear? Were they somehow revived after Bert and Ernie transported their 

bones out of the Realm of Pain? 

• Speaking of which, if nobody can supposedly die in the Realm of Pain, how were Grover 

and Johnson just a pile of bones when Bunsen and Beaker found them?  

• Are Bunsen and Beaker still in the Realm of Pain? 

• How did Ernie think of his escape-plan from the Realm of Pain right after he supposedly 

lost all hope? 

• What was the darkness that closed in on Big Bird at the end of Cursed Souls Season 3? 

Why did he not fade into nothingness, as suggested, and instead went on to crash the 

Bertstrip-Continuum into nuclear war right after? 

• What was Big Bird doing on Skullfucker Island? The fact that the natives Beret and 

Ernok named an entire valley after the “bone-eating bird” implies that he’s a regular on 

the island. Also, what was his interaction with Ernie Denham and Bert Driscoll like? 
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• Big Bird says that Howard Phillips Lovecraft knows him and that he is one of the Old 

Ones. Does that mean that the entities of the Cthulhu Mythos exist in the Bertstrip-

Continuum? Is Donald Trump Ghatanothoa? 

• What did Bill Cosby do to Kermit? 

• Was Bert in The Darksphere really just insane and the sphere was an ordinary bowling 

ball or was there something more sinister going on? 

• Has the Microsoft-Murderer ever been caught? 

• Is Cookie Monster in the Bertstrip-Continuum the actual one from the Sesame Street 

show? If yes, how did he slip into this reality? 

• Do the Count’s supernatural powers come from him being a vampire or simply from 

being a Jew? 

• Why did I spend so much time and effort writing a book about shitty Sesame Street-

memes on the internet? 

• What exactly is Big Bird’s kill-count? 

• Kermit says it’s not easy being green, but has he ever tried being black? 

• Did Imam Telly commit suicjihad and that’s why he doesn’t appear anymore in 

bertstrips? If yes, why has he never been reborn? 

• Did Incelmo ever get laid? I hope not. 

• Did Yoda ever beat his ketamine-addiction and fix his speech-impediment? 

• Where does Bort come from? Assuming that muppets are not hermaphrodites, Bert and 

Ernie could not have produced him themselves. 

• Do we really want to know how Ernie contracted syphilis from a hyena? 

• What exactly did Bert do in Vietnam?  
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Another theory, by u/SirQrlBrl 
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Afterword 

 

There are probably hundreds of more questions to be 

raised and answered, more bertstories to be told, more 

childhoods to be ruined, more berts to be stripped, but 

that will all be up to you now. I have done what I 

could, but my time is up. I give the torch to you. Write 

your own bertstrips, improve your writing-skills, 

maybe turn writing into a career, fall in love, start a 

family, be happy. Don’t worry I don’t expect you to 

remember me or what I made.12 I never did. From the very 

beginning I knew that what I am trying to do, the chronicling of an entire subreddit’s lore, was 

in vain. Only the fewest will know what r/bertstrips even is, the entire subreddit will probably 

be deleted by admins in a few years anyway without anyone caring and the entire website of 

Reddit can go to hell for all I care, I’ve had it with this place. I didn’t do it for the sake of being 

an internet historian, I did it to make people laugh, even knowing that I would never see the 

people I made laugh in person. Admit it, the mere idea that someone would take bertstrips so 

seriously as to write a book about them was so absurd that you cracked up the first time you 

heard of it. Imagine printing all this stuff out and putting it on your bookshelf next to Moby 

Dick, Barlowe’s Inferno and the Bible. I live for that absurdity and the joy it creates, taking 

something silly so seriously that it becomes ridiculous again. I live for the fact that I made at 

least a few people I care about laugh with this project. There is rarely a feeling better than 

knowing that you made the lives of others a bit more bearable, even if it was just a short moment 

that will be lost in time. 

Jim Henson died May 16th 1990 from pneumonia. His funeral was arranged to be a big show 

made for TV, as he himself was an entertainer all his life and now could also be one beyond 

death. During the event, Caroll Spinney (himself now deceased since December 26th 2019) 

walked onto the stage wearing the Big Bird suit and, in-character, sang It’s Not Easy Bein’ 

Green, previously sung by Henson as Kermit. Bird finished the song and, almost in tears, he 

looked up to the sky and said: “Thank you, Kermit”. Henson probably never envisioned 

r/bertstrips to happen. Nonetheless, I hope that he, wherever he may be right now, is happy that 

 
12 In case you really like me, you can visit me on my blog on blogspot, called Manospondylus. It has absolutely nothing to do 

with bertstrips. It’s about the history of paleontology, so it’s probably only worth checking out if you really like dinosaurs. 

My first ever bertstrip. What a journey this has been. 
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people still find new and creative ways to have joy with the characters he created. It’s funny. 

As a toddler I never liked Sesame Street as I found it too boring compared to stuff like 

Spongebob Squarepants. Now it has become a notable and joyous part of my life. That’s the 

power Henson has beyond the grave. Thank you, Jim.  
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